The Hittite grammar is characterized by a morphosyntactic split that affects the behaviour of the inflectional classes of Noun phrases (DPs). While a singular neuter transitive subject is marked by /-anza/ suffix, commons DPs end with an /-š/ mark. In addition, intransitive neuter subjects and neuter objects pattern in the same way, marked by /-ø/, while in commons the object role is marked by an /-n/ ending, which distinguishes it from the subjects. The aim of this paper is to investigate over a possible definition of split ergativity in the Hittite grammar.
Introduction
Hittite is an extinct language of the Indo-European linguistic family, spoken during XIX-XIII century b.C. in the Anatolian area. The literal production can be grouped in three phases [1] : Old (OH:1570-1450), Middle (MH:1450-1380) and New Hittite (NH: 1380-1200). Almost the whole documentation is written on clay tablets in a syllabic cuneiform alphabet [2] .
The Hittite grammar exhibits a split in terms of markedness of syntactic arguments (DPs) 1 on the basis of their morphosyntactic features, which I refer to as "Class" in order to distinguish from gender [5, p. 241 ]. I adopt the typological conventions for the arguments given by Dixon [6] : A is the transitive subject, S the intransitive and O the object 2 :
• Class I that groups animate/inanimate common gender DPs inflects subjects with no relevance to transitivity and group apart the object, yielding for a ((A=S)≠O) morphosyntactic realization; • Class II for inanimate neuters in which objects and intransitive subjects are treated in the same less marked way, apart from subjects of transitive clauses, for which: (A≠(S=O));
At the bottom of animacy/definiteness/individuation hierarchy appear the terms of the Class II, while at the top take place pronouns, deictic and definite NPs. As well established by Silverstein [9] , elements at the bottom of the hierarchy are usually associated with an ergative behavior (ERG), while the ones on the top inflect in accusative system (ACC). Hittite grammar strikes for a similar perspective ( [3] , while the gloss styles adher to the widely recognized Leipzig Glossing Rules [4] . 2 An analysis of the split intransitivity in Hittite goes far beyond the present scope; a great amount of data in [7] , [8] .
Inan>>Anim>>Human>>Proper>>3 pro>>1/2 pro ERG>> ACC
A similar situation is widespreadly known and grounds on evidences raised up by typological studies and linguistic comparison; as noted by Melchert [10] , the Hittite shows a pattern that can fit in this hierarchy. Rizza [5] shows how features such as Class, Gender and Number play a role in syntactical description of Anatolian languages, resulting in an entangled way. At the bottom of definiteness/individuation/animation hierarchy we identify a subset of DPs characterized by inanimate referent and grammatical neuter gender ( ), while common gender/ animate nouns are on a upper level ( ). In addition, inanimate but common DPs ( ) grammatically pattern in the same way as common/animate DPs. Giving a first definition of these kinds of grammatical subclasses, we group them as relevant in a grammatical workspace, e.g. resulting in morphosyntactic pattern:
Grammatical properties
• Class I: common grammatical gender, animate ( ) and inanimate ( ); • Class II: neuter grammatical gender, ( ).
-split in Hittite DPs and alignment split
Usually, terms of Class I are described to inflect accusatively (2a), while Class II results in an ergative alignment (2b -2c) 3 :
( 
Agreement and control
Transitive subjects of Class II, that end in /-anza/, and the ones in Class I ending with a /-š/ nominative (NOM) morph are fully equal in terms of subjecthood and no differences arise in terms of control of verbal control and agreement with quantifiers: a transitive subject shares its Number value with the predicate and agrees with a NOM inflected quantifier, e.g. in the demonstratives, while the verbal control knows a split between the behaviour of Class I vs. Class II intransitive subject S:
• Intransitive Class I subjects control verbal agreement in terms of Number feature;
• Intransitive Class II subjects do not control verbal agreement in terms of Number feature, which results in a default 3sg either with a singular or a plural DP.
Ā-movement and case
A-bar movements of DPs, so the elements that undergo movement in a position in the Left Periphery of the sentence [11] , are comparable between the terms in the two classes. The following examples show wh effects in Hittite, for which neuters and commons wh phrases undergo the same structural relationship with the other elements in the clause (4a-4b). For the sake of clarity: (i) Hittite allows wh-in situ [12] and (ii) clitic pronouns do not express A-function, and are limited to S and O functions [7] : 
Discussion
The given examples focus on the following: As we have seen, in ergative languages a DP ERG cannot be moved in Ā position 4 , while Hittite shows a fully symmetric behaviour of NOM and ERG in these terms. On the other side, a morphological analysis of the noun declension seems to be understandable in an ergative pattern. I propose that this kind of split is morphologically motivated, resulting in a split system which involves the v Head, that overtly marks the externally merged DP in its specifier. Note that v is not responsible for case assignment of this DP, which has to agree to T for (somewhat as) EPP/Nominative case checking.
In order to achieve a first explanation of the Hittite data, I would assume a synchronic perspective to these facts. For doing this, I will ground on the Minimalist assumptions (latu sensu) about the architecture of language.
Recalling the Hittite nominal declension, we can distinguish two core cases (NOM, ACC), a NULL value for case (ABS) and somewhat unclear between derivational/inflectional (ERG). The status of the "ergative" anza/antes [pl] ending is one of the most prominent debate around Hittite grammar: if it is all internal to lexicon we are in a derivational morphology area [16] , [17] , while if it is syntactically motivated we are fronting with a true split ergative system [10] , [18] . Other relevant studies [5, [19] [20] [21] are somewhat in the middle between the two hypotheses. The aim of the sequent section is to explain Hittite split as a Feature driven split, totally in syntactic workspace.
For the sake of clarity, I would like to address here the question: ant-s is a synchronically motivated formation for neuter nouns, distinct from thematized nouns in ant of common class nouns in which this morph act for an individualizing feature internally to the lexicon; ant-(e)-s resemble so nearly an ERG case marker because it is spelled as somewhat as a portmanteaux morpheme. Despite this, I will show that we cannot escape from an accusative syntactic alignment.
Framework
A transitive finite clause is usually represented by four phrases projected by their heads [22] , which correspond (in reverse ordering) to C(omplementizer) -T(ense) -v(Little verb) -V(erb), where the so signed "v" ph(r)ase is associated with the verbal transitivity/ hosts base generation of external arguments.
A Lexical Item (LI) is somewhat a bundle/set of features: some features are phonological, some logical/semantic and others formal/syntactic: LI=[P,L,S].
When an LI enters in the course of the derivation, it has some features which need to be dismissed in syntax, resulting in a legible output to the interfaces (Sensory-Motor for PF and Conceptual-Interpretative for LF): interfaces are not able to handle with syntactic items, and a syntactic derivation must result in an interpretable way. Assume two items, e.g. a noun (D) that carries a set of features, for example a necessity for Case feature to be dismissed/ checked. This LI acts as a Goal, so it is active for Feature matching with a Probe -an head that is in some structural relationship with the Goal (c-command) and that presents the same feature. Assuming that D has a generic feature F not yet checked: a Probe X has the same feature with some value, sadly X. Identity of features assure us of the matching. While the value of the one is copied as the value of the other, matching resolves into an agreement between features (for simplicity I show Agree and Movement, despite it is necessary or not for agree to be driven by other requirements):
At this stage of the derivation the features are checked, so they are inaccessible to further computation and are interpretable by the interfaces. 4 I will not provide here for an explanation of this asymmetry between languages. For a theoretically-set point of view cfr. [13] - [15] . Also, while ergative languages can generally display A-bar movement of ERG arguments only if ABS moves first (so, D checks Case), some others freely allow DPerg extractions; however I do not discuss it further.
v-head and /-ant-/ morpheme
Neuters in A-function show -ant-s ending and control verbal agreement in T; the same is for common nouns that show only -š ending.
In this analysis, I argue that /ant-/ is a morphological realization of the matching established by two features carried in syntax by a head D and v in a local configuration, while the NOM case is checked under c-command by the probe T to the goal which is in the Specifier of the lower phrase. While a common DP (Class I) does not show a morphological marker for v-D configuration, neuter DPs (Class II) realize it as /ant-/. Then, common and neuter DPs externally merged in Spec,vP check their case feature against the T head, which results in NOM ending. Then they raise to Spec,TP and agreement with T is established (7): ( 7 ) 
Intransitive clauses
Intransitive clauses (put aside the question about a definition of split intransitivity in Hittite) do not exhibit the "v phrase", for which -ant-suffixation cannot be made. While a common DP that raises to Spec, TP controls verbal agreement, a neuter cannot. Features between T and a neuter D result in a default agreement [3sg], either with singular or plural subjects: In this sense the absence of the v head could be linked to the absence of a NOM ending to neuter DPs in intransitive clauses, while common DPs in Spec,TP show overtly morphological case realization as NOM. We can refer to this behaviour of neuter as a NULL case or ABS, opposed to the marked ERG.
Conclusion
In this article, I tried to show how the Hittite syntax is accusative in terms of argument extraction and verbal control. Also, a split between the Classes of the DPs drive syntax in different manners. At the low end of the animacy/definiteness scale items show a marked realization for A-function, which is an overtly realization of v-D T-D agreement, while v-D feature matching for D of Class I does not result in a morphological way. In addition, Intransitive sentences lack v and a neuter D has an unvalued feature, which result in a default agreement or no overt morphological case. The exact status of the role of the feature involved in the v head cannot be deepened here and this is a matter for future researches, as than the default agreement for intransitive verb/DPneuter and the evolution of the system in diachrony. In addition, a similar picture seems to accord with Hittite data that resemble an accusative syntax coherently shown by Class I DP in morphological terms, while Neuters fail into check something in the set of which fail in the derivation to check (overtly) ACC in v and NOM in T .
The suffixation in -ant-for neuter nouns is syntactic and it is not internal to the Lexicon, and depends on syntactic context, in transitive sentences. Despite some analyses of the phenomenon, I argue that T-case is NOM, v-case is ACC and features play a role in syntactic workspace: while a Dneuter cannot check them with v, it remains defective and cannot show NOM case ending but NULL, as in intransitive clauses.
